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1. GENERAL EQUATIONS OF RELATIVISTIC FLUID MECHANICS 
The general procedure adopted in the macroscopic theory of relativistic 
fluid mechanics is to define an appropriate stress-energy tensor in terms of the 
physical quantities characterizing the fluid under consideration. This is a 
symmetric tensor, and it is related to the geometrical properties of the 4-space 
of general relativity through Einstein’s field equations. From the field equa- 
tions, the conservation laws for the momentum and energy also follow. The 
field equations and the conservation laws are supplemented, if necessary, by 
certain other relations which refer to the thermophysical aspect of the fluid as, 
for example, equation of state of the fluid, second law of thermodynamics, 
thermal radiation, chemical reactions, etc. If the fluid displays certain 
electromagnetic phenomena, we must add to the above equations the 
equations of relativistic electromagnetic theory. We will give the details of 
the fundamental equations for a general fluid. 
The timelike unit velocity 4-vector hi of a fluid particle along its world-line 
satisfies the kinetic condition 
where gij is the metric tensor of space-time. Further, the metric tensor gij 
is connected with the matter distribution in space-time through the Einstein’s 
field equations, which are 
Rij - $gij(RklC + A) = -2y*Tij . (2) 
In (2), /1 is the cosmological constant which for the most of the problems is 
so small that it may be neglected, y* is the constant of gravitation, Rij is 
the tensor of Ricci. Also, Tij is the combined stress-energy tensor of the 
matter present in space-time and is defined as under: 
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We assume that the matter distribution in space-time is a general fluid, 
possibly in a state of chemical nonequilibrium and in which phenomena of 
thermal radiation and electromagnetism also play an important part. Then 
Tij may be written as 
Tij = (m)Tij + (e)Tij + (i)Tij . (3) 
In (3), (m)Tij is the contribution to Tij due to purely material field (including 
thermal radiation and chemical thermodynamics), @-)Tij is due to the electro- 
magnetic field and (i)Tij is due to the possible interaction between the different 
fields. For the explicit expressions of (m)Tij, @JTij and (*)Tij , we consider 
them below one by one. 
The tensor (m) Tcj . This is defined as 
(m’ Tij = ,J( 1 + h) A,& - pg,, - rij - Qij . (4) 
In (4), p is the rest density of the fluid per unit mass. Also, h is the total rest 
enthalpy per unit mass of the fluid and may be expressed as [l] 
h++$; 
4 01 =--aT4, 
3 
where p is the pressure, a is the Steffan-Boltzmann constant and ,/3 is a func- 
tion of the temperature T and another variable 5. This variable 5 characterize 
the departure of the fluid from its chemical equilibrium state. For a single 
chemical reaction, the variable 5 (called the extent of reaction) is determined 
from the equation [2] 
/\iVi[ = r (6) 
where Y = r(p, T, 6) is the rate of reaction. Further, p is the total pressure 
of the fluid and is given by [3] 
P=p+$aT4 (7) 
where p is the fluid pressure and &aT4 is the radiation pressure. Next, Qu 
is due to the heat conduction of the fluid and the rediative heat transfer, This 
may be expressed in terms of the heat flux 4-vector qi, defined by 
qi = (Xi,)j - g”j) Fj , 63) 
where Fj is regarded as a function of temperature T alone. If there is no 
radiative heat-transfer, then Fi = MT/ax, , k being the heat conductivity of 
the fluid [4]. In terms of qi, Qii is given by 
(9) 
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It may be noticed that 
Xiqi = 0. (10) 
It follows that qi is a spacelike vector. Finally, ZT~~ (symmetric) in (4) is due 
to the viscosity of the fluid [5]. It may be remarked that in the absence of 
radiation effects and chemical reactions, P = p and h = e + p/p. If the heat 
conduction and viscosity effects are also neglected, (m) Tii is the stress-energy 
tensor for a perfect fluid [6]. 
The tensor (e)Tij . This is the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor and is 
defined in terms of the skew symmetric electromagnetic field tensors Eij 
and Hij by the relation 
(e)Tij = &EmnHmn _ EmiHjm. (11) 
The tensor (“Tij . Assuming that matter and radiation are both dilute, 
the interaction between the radiation field and the other fields may be 
neglected. The possible interaction to be considered is, therefore, between the 
electromagnetic field and the material field (fluid) in which chemical reactions 
might be going on. Now it is known that, in the electrochemical phenomena, 
the electrical nonneutrality of the matter does not have a very significant 
effect on the field of chemical thermodynamics [7]. Also the only other param- 
eters of the electromagnetic field which depend on matter directly are the 
magnetic permeability, the dielectric constant and the electrical conductivity. 
Thus, regarding these parameters as absolute constants, we may assume 
that the presence of chemical reactions in the fluid does not directly affect, 
or is affected by, the electromagnetic field. (It might be recalled that, whereas 
the electromagnetic phenomenon is purely a field phenomenon, that is, it 
carries full sense even when there is no matter, chemical thermodynamics is 
associated with matter and matter only.) It is therefore sufficient to consider 
the interaction between the material field and the electromagnetic field. An 
expression for such an interaction is [4], 
(i)Tij = (cp - 1) (e)T,,XzXj . (12) 
where E, TV are the dielectric constant and the magnetic permeability, respec- 
tively, of the fluid. 
It might be noticed that, for vacuum values of E, p (that is when EP = l), 
ci)Tij = 0. Thus, it is assumed that, if the dielectric constant and the magnetic 
permeability of the fluid do not depart from their vacuum values, there is no 
interaction between the material field and the electromagnetic field. Also 
(e)Tij (see Eq. (11)) is not symmetric, but (e)Tij + (i)Tij is symmetric, and 
therefore the combined stress-energy tensor Ti, (see Eq. (3)) is not symmetric 
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without the introduction of (i)Tij . It can be seen that, for EP = 1, (e)Tij 
becomes symmetric (see Eqs. (11) and (21)). 
This completes the definition of Tij . 
It may be remarked that the covariant divergence of the left hand side of 
the field equations (2) vanish identically and therefore 
V.Tij = Q. t (13) 
Next, we come to the equations of the relativistic electromagnetic theory. 
These are the Maxwell-Einstein equations (in a nonunified form) and may be 
written as 
Vi@ = Jj, (14) 
V.f& = 0. 2 (15) 
In Eq. (14), p the electric current 4-vector. In Eq. (15), fiij is the dual ten- 
sor to Hij. The Eqs. (14) and (15) are supplemented by the constitutive 
equations 
AiEij = &H.. 13 P (16) 
,4,ji,7372 + ,)jELi + AkEij) = AiHjk + #Hki + AkHij, 
Jj = hjS + diHij . 
(17) 
(18) 
where S is the excess charge and c the electrical conductivity of the fluid. 
If one multiplies (18) scalarly by N, uses (1) and the skew-symmetry of 
Hij , one gets 
6 = hjJi, (19) 
so that the excess charge 6 of the fluid may be expressed in terms of /\j and 
Jj . Also, (18) may be written as 
Jj = J9,Xj + aXiHii . (20) 
Further, it may be seen, after multiplying (17) by h, and using (1) and (16), 
that 
Eij = p-lHij - (cp - 1) p-l(~j~kHki - hi)\,Hkj). (21) 
Also, it is verified by direct computation that 
V,ce)Tji = J”Hij + @(up - 1) h,HzkH,iVjXi. (22) 
For EP = 1; (21) and (22) take much simpler forms. 
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We add to the foregoing equations the two thermophysical relations [2]. 
P = P(P, 8, 0, 
dh=TdS+(l/p)dP-@d& 
where @(T P, 5) is called the affinity of the chemical reaction. 
Finally, we assume that 
(23) 
(24) 
Vi(PXi) = 0. (25) 
Equation (25) expressed the fact that the rest mass of a perfect fluid particle 
is conserved. 
The fundamental equations of the system may now be taken to be (1) 
(one), (2) (ten), (6) (one), (13) (four), (14) (four), (15) (three), (20) (three), 
(21) (six) and (23)-(25) (three). Th ese are 35 equations. The unknowns 
occurring in them are gii (lo), hi (four), Ji (four), Eij (six), Hi, (six) and p, p, 
T, S, f (five), that is 35 in number. The other thermophysical variables like h 
(see Eq. (5)), r, @, are regarded as known functions of p, p, T, S, f. Also it 
is assumed that E,,.L, 0 are known constants. 
Before concluding this section, we remark that in the absence of chemical 
reactions and radiation effects, (23) and (24) become respectively 
P = P(PY S) 
TdS = de +pd(l/p). 
(26) 
Also for infinite electrical inductivity, Eq. (18) takes the form 
hiHii = 0, (27) 
and the excess charge 8 and Eqs. (19), (20) lose their meaning. 
2. BASIC RELATIONS OF SHOCK WAVE THEORY 
In what follows, we shall assume that there exists a shock wave in space- 
time and that it is a 3-space (hypersurface) which divides spacetime into 
regions in either of which the fundamental equations have a continuous 
solution. We shall denote this hypersurface by .Z’s . Then Za (relativistic 
shock wave) is the history of a 2-space in the observer’s space. 
Usually one is concerned with two types of shock waves & . The first 
type of Za are such that all the physical quantities are themselves continuous 
across Zs but the first derivatives of all these quantities are not continuous 
across Za . A shock wave with this property is called a weak shock wave or a 
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singular hypersurface of order one. These are also called sound waves. The 
other type of Z; are such that the physical quantities themselves are dis- 
continuous across them. This type of Z; are called strong shock waves or 
singular hypersurfaces of order zero. The case of weak shock waves can in 
fact be derived from the case of strong shock waves. 
Suppose Zs is a strong shock wave. The basic relations which must be 
satisfied by the physical quantities on a Z’s have been derived and used by 
various people, see, for example, Lanczos [9], [lo], Sen [ll], O’Brien and 
Synge [12], Israel [13] and Lichnerowicz [14]. Thus, without going into the 
detailed derivation, we give below the basic results which are based on the 
works of Lichnerowicz. We use the Lichnerowicz coordinate system xi in 
which gij and its first space-time derivatives are continuous throughout. Now, 
let S”‘i be any tensor occurring in the fundamental equations of Section 1 
whose covariant divergence vanishes, that is. ViS”‘i = 0 (as, for example, 
S”‘i may be pXi, Tij or &j). Let & be a four-vector (not necessarily unit) 
normal to Z; at the point xi . Also, let the square brackets [ ] denote the jump 
( i.e., the change) in the enclosed quantity in crossing .Za from one side to 
the other. Then the following conditions are satisfied at Z;: 
f$k[vis-.y = 0, (28) 
~lc[s’-Jq = 0. (29) 
If the tensor S”’ k does not contain the derivatives of any of the physical 
quantities, for weak shock waves (29) is identically satisfied. Another set of 
formulas that one requires in the study of shock waves is regarding the 
speed of the shock waves. If ‘z, and “v be the speeds of the shock, relative to 
the fluid, on two sides, then [SJ, 
(31) 
where ‘hi and “hi are the values of hi on the two sides of the shock .Zs . For 
weak shocks, (30) and (31) reduce to a single formula. The relations (28)- 
(31) are the fundamental shock relations. 
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